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Motivation and Background

Feedback at Multiple Time-scales in Replicator-mutator Dynamics

Exploration of mechanisms for social decision-making in
structured improvisational dance:
o Dancers make a sequence of compositional choices
among pre-defined dance modules.
o An explore-exploit tension, wherein rewards are artistic
in nature, drives this decision-making dynamics.
o Also, this tension reflects a tradeoff between exploring
new modules, which adds breadth to the dance, and
exploiting current modules, which adds depth.
Snapshot of the performance of TMBO at New York Live Arts (2016)

Evolution of population fractions executing different dance modules

 We modeled the social decision-making process using the
replicator-mutator equations from evolutionary dynamics.
o The fractions of the population committed to different
strategies evolve as a function of replication
(commitment to strategies with high “fitness”) and
mutation (spontaneous switching among strategies).
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Mathematical Tools:
 Singularity theory
 Blow-up theory
 Fenichel theory

Replicator-mutator Dynamics with Generalized Fitness

Symmetry in the
Payoff Structure

o and

Bifurcation and Singularity Theory
 Scalar Bifurcation Problem:
Change in scalar solutions
as the bifurcation parameter
changes.

affect the nonlinearity.

Quintic Pitchfork and Tri-stability

Non-symmetric Unfolding of the Subcritical Pitchfork

The replicator-mutator dynamics with two strategies (N=2) and
symmetric payoffs admit a symmetric quintic pitchfork bifurcation.

The subcritical pitchfork associated with replicator-mutator dynamics with two
strategies (N=2) has codimension 0 under Z2-symmetry.
To explore a richer class of behaviors, we break the Z2-symmetry by introducing
asymmetry in the payoff.
Two possible ways to introduce asymmetry:

 Pitchfork Bifurcation:
o A single solution transitions into three solutions.

Define , such that
and
.
o “x1 = 0.5” is still a generic equilibrium point.

o Normal Form:

Define , such that
and
.
o “x1 = 0.5” is not a generic equilibrium point.

o Recognition Problem:

 Universal Unfolding:

Ultra-slow Time-scale Dynamics
for
Unfolding Parameter

For high values of “k”, this unfolds into a supercritical pitchfork
bifurcation.
For low values of “k”, this unfolds into a subcritical pitchfork
bifurcation with a quintic stabilizing term.
In presence (absence) of a strong dominance, the feedback
mechanism increases (decreases) the mutation rate, and drives
the population fractions towards (away from) mixed equilibria.
We augment our model by introducing an ultra-slow time-scale dynamics for .
If
, the Z2-symmetry of equally preferred modules is broken in favor of the one
corresponding to the upper attractive limit cycle, and vice-versa. The augmented
dynamics let decrease if “x1>0.5”, and increase if “x1<0.5”.
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